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      Status of Analysis
   
Signal and background study for PhotonJet and QCD samples
In pure-Gen. level.

  

 

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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Object selection:
● ““Photon“ Photon“  gen-photon (PID=22, stable, has at least one mother particle)→ gen-photon (PID=22, stable, has at least one mother particle)→

  Photon: P
T
 > 55 GeV and |η| < 2.5

  simple isolation cut to increase the possibility that the photon is      
    fragmentation photon or direct photon, rather than comes from        
    pi0 or eta decay.

  the mother of photon should be quark, anti quark, gluon, photon
  
  

● “Jet”Jet”  gen-jets→  gen-jets→
  → jet cleaning w.r.t. leading-genPhoton (deltaR > 0.5) 

   1st-Jet: P
T
 > 50 GeV/c, |η| < 2.5

    Di-Jet: both of jets-> P
T
 > 20 GeV/c ,|η| < 2.5

                            CMSSW version: CMSSW_4_2_5

  

 DPS Selection Criteria (GEN) 

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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Signal and Background study
MCs, py8, 

     pT imbalance of jet2 and jet3,

ΔPhi of jet2 and jet3

ΔS of photon+3jets event
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                            CMSSW version: CMSSW_4_2_5

Signal and Background Study 
    

For PhotonJet samples: (Signal: 1st  photonjet, 2→ nd  dijet)→
     If any one of the two jets in dijet pair is matched with a MPI parton             
     (status=33), then this event is a signal event.

     The ΔR (jet, parton) should be less that 0.5.

     The rest part is background. 

For QCD samples: (Signal: 1st  dijet, 2→ nd  photonjet)→
      I request the photon in signal event should match a MPI parton (status=33). 

     The ΔR (photon, parton) should be less than 0.15. 

     The rest part is background. 

 

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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Signal and Background Study 
     PhotonJet Samples

ΔS ΔΦ(jet2,jet3) ΔP
T
(jet2,jet3)

# of Signal = 535.75  (~35%)
# of Background = 1007.04  (~65%)

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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Signal and Background Study 
     QCD Samples

ΔS ΔΦ(jet2,jet3) ΔP
T
(jet2,jet3)

# of Signal = 91.8152  (~2%)
# of Background = 4899.06  (~98%)

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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Signal Comparison
Among Different Samples

ΔS ΔΦ(jet2,jet3) ΔP
T
(jet2,jet3)

If all the signal is the 『 signal 』 we want, 
the shape should be similar

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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21 - 29 : particles of the hardest subprocess

    21 : incoming
    22 : intermediate (intended to have preserved mass)
    23 : outgoing

31 - 39 : particles of subsequent subprocesses

    31 : incoming
    32 : intermediate (intended to have preserved mass)
    33 : outgoing
    34 : incoming that has already scattered

41 - 49 : particles produced by initial-state-showers

    41 : incoming on spacelike main branch
    42 : incoming copy of recoiler
    43 : outgoing produced by a branching
    44 : outgoing shifted by a branching
    45 : incoming rescattered parton, with changed kinematics owing to ISR in the 

    mother system (cf. status 34)
    46 : incoming copy of recoiler when this is a rescattered parton (cf. status 42)

Status code for Pythia8 Generator
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Pythia8 Generator Study
[Photon-Jet MCs]
--------------------------------------------------------------
99.9958% the mother process of matched gen-particle for reco-photon # (23)
0.00418414% the mother process of matched gen-particle for reco-photon # (43)
--------------------------------------------------------------
78.1022% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 1st reco-jet # (23)
0.906464% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 1st reco-jet # (33)
20.9913% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 1st reco-jet # (43)
--------------------------------------------------------------
24.7774% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 2nd reco-jet # (23)
6.56535% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 2nd reco-jet # (33)
68.6572% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 2nd reco-jet # (43)
--------------------------------------------------------------
12.1606% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 3rd reco-jet # (23)
9.42283% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 3rd reco-jet # (33)
78.3676% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 3rd reco-jet # (43)
0.0489565% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 3rd reco-jet # (63)

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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Pythia8 Generator Study

[QCD MCs]
--------------------------------------------------------------
62.8962% the mother process of matched gen-particle for reco-photon # (23)
37.1038% the mother process of matched gen-particle for reco-photon # (43)
--------------------------------------------------------------
56.2504% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 1st reco-jet # (23)
0.0481504% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 1st reco-jet # (33)
43.7015% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 1st reco-jet # (43)
--------------------------------------------------------------
77.6471% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 2nd reco-jet # (23)
22.3529% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 2nd reco-jet # (43)
--------------------------------------------------------------
51.3041% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 3rd reco-jet # (23)
0.230036% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 3rd reco-jet # (33)
48.4658% the mother process of matched gen-particle for 3rd reco-jet # (43)

In QCD MCs, 
the contribution from MPI process is neglected !!

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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       Summary & To Do
       

May need to redefine the way to find the signal in QCD (?)

If according to my old study for MPI parton matching, the 
signal rate in photonjet samples is lower that what I have 
now.
For QCD, the signal definition is different among the old and 
currect results. We can't have a comparison.

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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BACKUP
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       Objects validation 
PhotonJet MCs, py8

Event by event checking: Gen   Reco↔

Photon reconstruction is really good. But we have some mis-matched jets.
This may influence the calculation of pairing variable S, so that we the dS 
we have in Reco. level doesn't totally equal dS in Gen. level.

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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  QCD MCs, py8
Event by event checking: Gen   Reco↔

Photon reconstruction is really good. But we have some mis-matched jets.
This may influence the calculation of pairing variable S, so that we the dS 
we have in Reco. level doesn't totally equal dS in Gen. level.

Due to the 
statistics problem, 
the distribution is 
not so smooth

Due to the 
statistics problem, 
the distribution is 
not so smooth

       Objects validation 

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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